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President’s Report 
Historic Meeting: The SEM-ICTM Forum
Beverley Diamond, SEM President
“As Paulo Freire and Orlando Fals Borda have recognized, Latin 

Americans are totally committed to social change... We work 
under a permanent political tension.” (Samuel Araujo, Brazil)

“By thinking culturally, deeper understandings of local positions 
become available.” (Angela Impey, U.K. on transitional justice 
in South Sudan) 

“Academic labor is precarious labor... We need to rethink the 
‘neoliberal academic subject’ to make change in our institu-
tions.” (Ana Hofman, Slovenia)

“It’s better that it sounds! ‘That’ not ‘than.’ Impact over aesthet-
ics.” (Rebecca Liebman, U.S.A., describing honk fests for 
social justice) 

“Composing aid rather than imposing aid.” (Oliver Shao, U.K. 
on the visioning of migrant cities in place of refugee camps in 
Kenya)

“Our view of music is too narrow.” (Kwasi Ampene, U.S.A., on 
studying regalia in Ghana)

“What is non-human development? ...Music is a humanizing 
technology.” (Michael Frishkopf, Canada)

“The climate changes we are experiencing can be viewed as 
a world-wide failure of reciprocity. To quote Daniel Wildcat, 
humankind has treated the earth like an ATM machine.” (Chad 
Hamill, U.S.A., on his Spokane First Nation’s relationship and 
response to extraction industries)  

“In Aboriginal Australia, the ‘contact zone’ must be a ‘discomfort 
zone’.” (Sally Treloyn, Australia)

“The possible has already been tried; that’s why we focus on the 
impossible.” (Will Faber, U.S.A. on  the Englewood area of 
Chicago) 

“Why are we using this word ‘settler’ in recent years. We used 
to call them ‘colonizers’.”  Denise Bolduc, Anishnabe/Metis 
activist producer). “We called them ‘refugees’ in the 1700s.” 
(Rhoda Roberts, Bundjalung Nation, Australia). 

“2013-2113. Our project will take a hundred years. ...Limerick 
soundscapes is a project designed to enable new ways of 
listening and reiminaging critical citizenship.” (Aileen Dillane 
and Tony Langlois, Ireland)

“We need to become sincerely outspoken... Where a people is 
rendered invisible or unintelligible, simply documenting is a 
political act.” (David McDonald, U.S.A.)

“Modernity and unity are silencing discourses” (speaking of  
Malaysia where governments first institutionalized racial seg-
regation and then more recently tried to create a monolithic 
unified cultural identity). (Tan Sooi Beng, Malaysia)

It was a first and I have to reflect on it! Pervading my 
thoughts are the statements above—and many others—
recorded in my fragmentary notes from the joint SEM-
ICTM Forum on “Transforming Ethnomusicological Praxis 
through Activism and Community Engagement” held at 
the Irish World Academy of Music and Dance at the Uni-
versity of Limerick. Imagine them as sound bytes from the 
flood of strong words exchanged during that 4-day event.  
It was the first time that the two largest academic societ-
ies for the study of ethnomusicology have collaborated 
on a project and the first time that SEM ventured beyond 
North America for a meeting. The stars aligned even fur-

ther when the European Seminar in Ethnomusicology was 
able to arrange their annual meeting to overlap with the 
Forum for one day. Hence, not just two, but for one day, 
the three organizations met together. Participants have 
been writing with enthusiasm, describing the significant 
new directions, stimulating discussions, and great ideas 
they encountered at this event. Some have ventured that 
it was “perhaps a moment of consolidation” for the dis-
cipline.” Others want action not words and acknowledge 
this by anticipating future projects across regions.  Many 
are already assuming that this Forum will be the start of a 
new tradition! 

Although the Forum Program Committee began by 
deliberating a range of topics, the one we settled on 
acknowledges and builds on the ground swell of activity in 
“Applied Ethnomusicology” that has occurred in both SEM 
and ICTM in recent decades. The increase in visibility of 
work that addresses the urgent human challenges of our 
time is surely indebted to both the ICTM Study Group and 
the SEM Section on Applied Ethnomusicology. We chose 
not to bracket “applied” work, however, but to look at ac-
tivism and community engagement as fundaments of ev-
erything we do in the discipline. Some of the nine invited 
plenary speakers historicized such work: Anthony Seeger 
synthesized the divergent directions that anthropologists 
in the U.S. and Brazil have taken toward applied work 
(named variously) while Svanibor Pettan contextualized 
the developments of applied ethnomusicology in regard 
to the distinctive intellectual histories of ICTM and SEM. 
These were very helpful and much needed frameworks. 

The nature of collaboration was a thematic strand run-
ning through the whole event but was galvanized by Luke 
Eric Lassiter’s masterful overview of American anthropol-
ogy’s striving for more critical and complex understanding 
of the processes of working with others. “It’s no longer a 
choice,” he observed, but he urged us to get beyond “met-
aphors of agreement” (collaboration as democratization or 
collaboration as enhanced public access, for instance) to 
emphasize difficult challenges and to value what we learn 
by working across differences. “The force of the encoun-
ter leads to change,” he noted. While we sometimes view 
collaboration as a privileging of local over disciplinary 
allegiances, he sees a collapse of divisions between pure 
and applied work, both of which involve collaboration. He 
urged a sustained development of collaborative approach-
es at the nexus of teaching, learning and action at all 
levels, a perspective that aligned with Anthony Seeger’s 
observation that action begins in the classroom and with 
our music making as well as our words.

Speaking truth to power took many forms. The com-
plexities of violent power struggles were particularly 
eloquently described in Angela Impey’s opening invited 
plenary address. As she has written about elsewhere, she 
explained how the complex differences [continued on page 10]
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between Dinka, Nuer, and Shillik people in the South 
Sudan, a region besieged by three civil wars since 1955, 
have not been effectively resolved by state-led transitional 
justice initiatives. More promising, she suggested, is tradi-
tional conflict resolution, where song which is at the heart 
of such traditional processes is a vehicle for frank disclo-
sure, a way to give voice to multiple positions and agen-
cies and to carry moral authority. In the lively discussion of 
her paper, we raised the global problem of “culture” being 
dismissed as “soft” (“too abstruse to feed policy” was how 
Impey phrased it) as well as the neoliberal twisting of 
“arts and development” toward certain kinds of arts. Her 
presentation evoked questions about gender, transdiscipli-
narity, and archive as public 
memory—all themes that 
resonated throughout the 
whole Forum.

The panel on “Power and 
Real World Intervention” was 
a powerful moment for many 
of us. Critiquing neoliberal-
ism from three perspectives, 
Tan, Araujo, and Hofman 
both problematized and 
reported on action to chal-
lenge institutional processes. 
Tan Sooi Beng discussed 
her extensive work to pro-
mote interethnic interaction 
in Malaysia, particularly in 
the cosmopolitan George 
Town area. She taught us 
the importance of being a 
facilitator, with a view to ex-
tending the right to research 
to communities and sharing 
power (while simultaneously 
recognizing unequal power). 
She did not minimize the 
difficulties of the process of 
co-creating new narratives 
but described tactics such 
as games and theatre to en-
able those who are not trained to speak up to have input. 
Samuel Araujo spoke about the grassroots  commitment 
to social change in Brazil and Colombia in particular, the 
dangers of entertaining dialogue but preserving a power 
imbalance between interpreter and interpreted, the signifi-
cance of an organically emergent pedagogy of autonomy, 
a reintegration of practice and theory (i.e., praxis), and a 
valuing of debate. “Are we really looking to end wars or 
is it surface intention?”, he asked. Hofman extended the 
discussion to the academy itself, observing the formalized 
and institutionalized systems of “precarity” that defines 
academic labor today, the ambivalent politics of academic 
freedom and the university as a site that amplified capital-
ism and dispossession. 

On the other hand, I was surprised by the utopianism 
of many presentations. I’m not implying rose-colored 

glasses. Far from it. Rather many presenters posited 
that imagining social change may be more effective than 
critiquing the problems of current regimes. Oliver Shao 
was particularly eloquent on this point as he described 
how asking “what could be” was an important dimen-
sion of activist scholarship. Working in a Kenyan refugee 
champ, he collaboratively campaigned to reverse bans on 
cultural dancing activities, to garner greater labor rights for 
musicians, and to end police exploitation. He continues to 
pressure for a new model of “migrant cities” to replace the 
“stunted city” model of the camps. Australian Aboriginal 
writer, actor, festival producer, and cultural advisor/advo-
cate Rhoda Roberts described the “hard work of deliver-

ing hope.” A focus of many of 
her initiatives is revitalisation 
through intergenerational 
transmission, protecting the 
ceremonies for the children. 
When “Country is archive, 
trade route, clan, and cos-
mos,” she explained, the goal 
is to find a way “to re-estab-
lish song lines for the young.” 
At the same time, her work 
in the “creative industries” 
(a phrase she finds persua-
sive at institutional levels) 
also provides new cultural 
experiences for cosmopoli-
tan audiences in a country 
where 97% of tourists want 
an Aboriginal experience but 
only a small percentage are 
able to access an Aboriginal 
event. First Nations producer 
and artist Denise Bolduc 
discussed opportunities and 
challenges of bringing Indig-
enous artists into mainstream 
events. Andrea  
Emberley and Mudzunga 
Junniah Davhula  (Venda) 
described Venda initiatives 

to reteach the age-graded 
instruction of domba (the initiation ritual part of which was 
documented by John Blacking). Mudzunga explained 
the importance of mobilizing the women to stand firm 
and claim knowledge that has been written thus far by 
men. She also identified the challenges that government 
schools pose for their project. “It works better outside in 
the community,” she affirms, while acknowledging the co-
implication of the two educational systems. 
Candor was one thing that set this event apart from the 
large-scale conferences of both societies. I think of  
Samuel Araujo’s wise counsel that activist projects fail 
most of the time (but occasionally succeed). His words 
were echoed by Rebecca Dirksen whose documentary 
film on trash in Haiti—intended to pressure for more civic 
action to clean up the streets,            [continued on next page]
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especially after the 2010 earthquake, remains incomplete 
because of a host of problems not least of which is the 
ethical dilemma of showing a country looking bad. The 
obstacles are critical to the learning process, she wisely 
counselled. Equally candid was her fellow panelist Andrew 
McGraw who raised the “white saviour complex” as a 
problematic but honest motivating factor for some activ-
ist work. David McDonald was among those who queried 
the vulnerability of pre-tenure scholars who want to do 
activist work. Paralleling Ana Hofman’s analysis of the 
neoliberal academic subject, he taught us much about 
the “experience of precarity” that he has faced in sup-
porting Palestinian defendants in U.S. courts. Among the 
highlights for me were exciting new visions by some of 
SEM’s best thinkers who aimed at bringing a revolution in 
consciousness that leads to a revolution in action. Among 
them were Jeff Titon whose theorizing of post-humanism 
and “sound ecology” expands the purview of our field and 
our relationality. Similarly, Deborah Wong’s presentation 
on “witnessing” as a methodology shakes our long com-
mitment to ethnography as the central method of our field 
and invites us to consider other “rogue methodologies.” 
The final invited plenary by Anthropology Professor José 
Jorge de Carvalho from the University of Brasilia was 
another particularly compelling moment.  Teaching in a 
country where the majority Afro-Brazilian population and 
substantial Indigenous population were not represented 
in the Eurocentred curricula of his university, Carvalho 
managed a feat of enormous scale, reach and social con-

sequence. He successfully proposed to recognize both 
literate and oral knowledge through the “mestre/mestra” 
program that draws on community “masters” as university 
teachers. The program is beyond disciplines since sci-
ence, medicine arts, and ritual combine in the courses 
on reforestation and permaculture, popular theater, ritual 
music traditions, Indigenous architecture and medici-
nal plants. He has succeeded in convincing the state to 
recognize 50 “Masters” and pay them a salary for life and 
is working to introduce the pedagogical model to other 
Brazilian universities. As one person commented after this 
presentation, “After this, no one can say it can’t be done.”

Our University of Limerick hosts were gracious and 
generous in running this event flawlessly. They enabled 
us to hear some great music on the last day of the confer-
ence as well. After we said our good byes at the end of 
the SEM-ICTM Forum, several colleagues posted pictures 
of the lovely bridge over the Shannon River in the middle 
of the UL campus. We walked this every day to get to and 
from the Irish World Academy and, in my mind, it became 
something of a metaphor for the conference. It was not 
just the bridging of societies or the bridges we attempt 
to make with collaborators. The bridge was engineered 
to sway a little, to absorb and respond to the energy of 
walkers and bikers, and water. Responding to the energy 
around us is all important. 

§

SEM: Ethnomusicology Today

SEM announces the release of its first episode of  
Ethnomusicology Today, a podcast series and the 

Society’s newest publication project. Ethnomusicology 
Today represents a growing diversity of publications that 
embrace digital media formats in an effort to increase ac-
cessibility and public engagement both within and beyond 
the field of ethnomusicology. Episodes will feature stories 
and interviews with ethnomusicologists—often discussing 
recent articles published in the journal Ethnomusicology—

and is aimed at engaging a broad audience of educators, 
scholars, musicians, and a listening public interested in 
contemporary issues in global music studies. The first 
episode was released on September 24.  
Ethnomuscicology Today will be available as a free 
download through the iTunes Store and can be found on 
the SEM website. To submit feedback or suggestions for 
future episodes, please email Trevor Harvey.

§

https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/ethnomusicology-today/id1042087712?mt=2
http://www.ethnomusicology.org/members/group_content_view.asp?group=156353&id=534562
mailto:trevor-harvey%40uiowa.edu?subject=Ethnomusicology%20Today

